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"Si vis archetypas habere nugas": Authorial
Subscriptions in the Houghton Library and
Huntington Library Copies of Politian, Miscellanea
(Florence: Misconomi, I 489)
Joseph A. Dane

P

olitian's MiscellaneorumCenturia Prima is a collection of one hundred
diverse philological notes and essays. It was one of the most popular
printed books of the early humanists, and over sixty copies are now
recorded in the British Library's Illustrated Incunabula Short Title
Catalogue (I-ISTC). A second "Centuria" is mentioned by Politian's contemporaries; but the work was unfinished at Politian's death in 1494, and no parts
positively identified as belonging to it were published until the edition by
Branca and Stocchi in 1961. 1
Among the extant copies of the 1489 Miscellaneaare at least three presentation copies with Politian's signature. The Huntington Library copy has a subscription following the colophon:
"Si vis archetypas habere nugas. Tuus
Politianus." The line is from Martial's Epigrams (T rr), and the same line
appears in the subscription of one of the two copies at the Houghton Library:
" ...
Quoniam vis Archetypas habere nugas" (see figures 1 and 2). The
Houghton copy is a presentation copy to Alessandro Sarti, who was in part
responsible for collecting materials for the posthumous Aldine edition of
Politian in 1498. 2 One other presentation copy was noted by Perosa in 1955a presentation copy to an unknown "Petrus Antonius."3 The Huntington

'

2

Miscellanea (Florence: Miscomini, 1489), Goff P-890.
Vittore Branca and Manlio Pastore Stocchi, ed., Angelo
Poliziano: Miscellaneon<m Centuria Seconda, 4 vols.
(Florence: Fratelli Alinari, 1972). I thank numerous
librarians and scholars for their prompt responses to my
many queries; I am particularly grateful to Paul
Needham of the Scheide Library, Susan Halpert of the
Houghton
Library, and Ralph Hanna of Keble
College, Oxford.
Huntington Library copy: "Hunc codicem Politianus
ipse libri auctor dono dedit-Anno salutis Mccccxc. Kal.
Januariis. Qui vis archetypas habere nugas. Politianus
tuus." Houghton Library copy (Inc 6149 A): "Angelus
Politianus Alexandro Sartio Bonon. suo dono dat: monumentum & pignus amoris: Mcccclxxxxi. Die. vi Maij.
Bononie.
Ego Angelus Politianus:
Quoniam vis
Archetypas habere nugas." The Houghton subscription is

J

partially transcribed in James E. Walsh, A Catalogueof the
Fifteenth-Century Printed Books in the Harvard University
Library,vol. 3 (Binghamton: MRTS, 1994), #2871, and
more completely by Paolo Veneziani, "Platone Benedetti
e la prima edizione degli 'Opera' del Poliziano," Gutenberg
Jahrbuch 1988, 97.
Alessandro Perosa, ed., Mostra de/ Poliziano nella
BibliotecaMedicea Laurenziana: Manoscritti, libri rari,autografi e documenti (Firenze, 23 Setternbre---30 Novembre
1954) Catalogo (Florence: Sansoni, [1955]), item 29, a
presentation
copy of }\1iscellanea from Biblioteca
Laurenziana (Plut. 54, 22): "Tibi habe, mi Petre
Antoni, miscellanea nostra, monumentum
et pignus
amoris, et fortasse gratiora futura posteris, quod auctoris manu subnotantur." The phrase "monumentum
et pignus amoris," also found in the Houghton copy, is
from Vergil, Aeneid 5:538.

A. DANE is book review
editor for the Huntington Library
Quarterly and Professor of
English at the University of
Southern California.
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Library subscription has never to my knowledge been mentioned in Politian
studies, and the Houghton subscription only rarely.4
Many copies of the book are now bound with an errata sheet entitled
Emendationes, and many (including the Huntington and Houghton copies) have
contemporary hand-corrections.5
Because of the errata sheet, the hand-corrections in various copies are similar, and that similarity is thus not, as the
British Museum Catalog states, evidence that these corrections were added "at
press. " 6 In a few cases, the corrections found in most hand-corrected copies
differ consistently and systematically from what is called for in the printed errata sheet, and these cases will be of particular interest here.
The present note has two parts: the first deals with how the textual corrections came into being and how they were disseminated to appear as hand-corrections in specific books. This history is recorded both in the errata sheet itself
and in much of Politian's well-known correspondence. The second examines
the subscriptions themselves and Politian's choice of the Martial text. These
subscriptions respond directly and specifically to the on-going process of
authorial correction.
And they indicate more generally the pressures on
authorial control brought about by the rapid distribution of texs in the early
period of the printed book.
THE

ERRATA

SHEET AND

CONTEMPORARY

D1scuss10N

OF PounAN's

CORRECTIONS

The physical make-up of the errata sheet supports the implied history of corrections that we will trace in the letters below. It was clearly produced several
months after the publication date noted in the colophon of the book itself (19
September 1489). The copies of the Miscellaneathat I have examined have a uniform stock of easily identifiable paper. Quire structure is perfectly regular (in
folio, quired 6s and 8s), and there are no signs of printing anomalies. The
Emendationesincluded in some copies consist of a single bifolium printed on one
side. The left page consists of corrections not unlike those one finds in other
errata sheets of the period; the right consists of eight lines of Politian's apology

4

l

Politian's notes in incunables and manuscripts are well
known, but the catalogue of Ida Maier, Les Manuscrits
d'Ange Politien: cataloguedescriptif(Geneva:Droz, 1965),
"Les annotations, les collations, et les ex-libris," 329ff.,
does not include presentation copies. For some additions to Mai:er,see the exhibition catalogue of Paolo Viti,
Pico, Poliziano e /' Umanesimo di fine Quattrocento
(Florence: Olschki, 1994), 305-343, and Branca and
Stocchi, Miscellaneorum
CenturiaSeconda,1 79.
Politian's four-part Silva has in the 1492 Bologna printing "Ambra" an errata sheet in which Politian had a
hand correcting errors in "Nutricia" printed the previ-

ous year by Miscomini; see Perosa, Mostra,nn. 123-25
and the detailed study by Francesco Bausi, ed., Angelo
Poliziano: Si/vae (Florence: Olschki, 1996), lxv. The
subscription in Houghton's copy of Miscomini's
Nutrida (Pr. 6151.9) may be Politian's: "Absoluta est in
Fesulano .viii. Idus Octobris 1486" (to my knowledge,

6

this is unrecorded).
Peter Godman, "Poliziano's
Poetics and Literary History;' Interpres13 (1993): 1141 5, claims a possible Politian signature in an additional copy (Bibi. Cors. 53 E 23). On hand-corrections,
see esp. Bausi, xiii and n. 34. Bausi denies that many
of the corrections listed in catalogues as Politian's are
his (esp. B.N. copy); on history of introduction of these
corrections and Politian's role, see xlvii.
The Catalogue of Fifieenth-Century Books Now in the
British Museum (London, 1908), 6:638 suggests that the
hand-corrections
common to both its copies of
Miscellaneawere made "at press," although the meaning
of this is ambiguous.
There are no corrections
"stamped in" in either British Library copy, contrary to
what is stated in BMC, and the relations of the handcorrections are easily explanable as the result of the
errata sheet.
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for errors, and blaming the printers and correctors. 7 The paper in the copies I
have seen is the same paper stock used in the book as is the type; the quire structure, however, shows that the errata sheet was added later, as a single independent bifolium, and was not issued as part of the book itself 8
The autonomous nature of this errata sheet is completely in accord with contemporary references to the Miscellanea.9 A number of Politian's letters chart the
early distribution of the book. In a brieflaudatory letter of 22 October (only one
month after the publication date), Donati says he has received and skimmed the
book, a "most delightful reading"; Politian's response of 1 December states that
this is one of many congratulatory responses he has had since the book was published.10 On 31 December, Pucci writes to complain that those "arcane literary
mysteries, which we once received individually from the oracle of your mouth"
are now, with the spread of these books, the property of the people (or at least,
all scholars). 11 The best known and most detailed of these early letters is the first
of a series beween Politian andJacopo Antiquario (13 November 1489, Ep. 3:18,
pp. 39-40)-a letter frequently cited to show the distribution and notoriety of the
book. Antiquario claims he first saw a copy of the book in the hands of youths,
distributed in individual quires among them ("ad legendum dispertitum"). 12

"Siqui uel desint/

uel perperam

notati sint in grecis

dictionibus accentus: eos erud1ti uel restituant/ uel
emendent pro iudicio. Siqua etiam preter hec mendosa
lector inuenies/ que properantes oculos nostros subterfugerint/ ea quoque pro tuo iudicio emendabis: nee
quicquid putabis nostrum quod parum sit rectum:
Errata autem omnia uel impressoribus adscribes/ uel
curatoribus:
Nam si mea esse hie errata ulla credes:
tune ego te credam cordis habere nihil."
To print a single bifolium with a blank reverse side is a
waste of paper, and had it been printed with the final
sections of the book, it would probably have been
printed on both sides (with some other use found for
the extra leaf) or somehow combined with the register
sheet. But the sheet was issued after the book was in
circulation: it was printed as a bifolium because that
was the only way it could be bound into a book; it was
printed on one side rather than two because that
entailed only a single run (rather than two) at press.
For an extensive recent study of the paper used by
Miscomini, see Paul F. Gehl, "Watermark Evidence for
the Competitive Practices of Antonio Miscomini." The
Library ser. 6, 15 (1993): 281-305. Gehl's research is
confined to paper evidence, and his findings on the
nature of print runs extended at press need to be asked
in terms of typographical evidence.
Early letters specifically referring to the A1iscellanea are
indexed with brief summaries in the chronological catalogue by Ida Ma1er, Ange Politim: La formation d'w,
poete humaniste (1469-1480} (Geneva: Droz, 1966), pp.
430-3 r. On the sequence of early letters between
Donati, Politian and Antiquario, see Mario Martelli, "Il
'libro delle epistole' di Angelo Poliziano," Interpres 1
(1978): 184-255, esp. 246-55. My reference Ep. refers
to the letters of the Aldine edition as reprinted in the
Basel edition of 1553; numbers refer to the book, the
letter number within the book, and the pages of the
Basel edition. The Basel edition is reprinted by Ida

Mafrr, ed., Angelus Politianus: Opera Omnia, 3 vols.
(Torino: Bottega d'Erasmo, 1971), vol. 2. Maier's vol.
3 conveniently reprints widely scattered secondary
sources containing letters not included in the Aldine
and Basel editions.
10
"Accepi Miscellanea, percurri: iucundissima lectio, in
qua delectari & iuuari vcl doctissimus quisque possit
... " (Ep. 2: 14, p. 27; Politian's response, ibid., 2: 1 5, pp.
27-28).
1r
"arcana illa, & vere dixerim, mysteria literarium, quae
diu nos ac singulatim ab oris tui oraculo exceperamus,
ut his quasi pro iure nostro placere nobis, & gloriari
possemus, peruulgatis nunc his libris, non magis nostra,
id est, sectatorum tuorum, quam populi, atque adeo
scholasticorum omnium erunt" (Ep. 6:4, p. 76). See
also the letter of Nicolaus Leonicensus to Politian on
28 January, speaking of a book given to him by Politian
through Guarini (Ep. 2:3, p. 17).
12
Grafton describes the book as being "taken apart,"
although it should be noted that this probably reflects
the ordinary sale and distribution
of books at this
time. A copy would be purchased in loose quires,
and it is these quires that are dispersed. A book such
as this, in autonomous sections and of some notoriety, could be read most quickly by not having it
bound
at all. Anthony
Grafton,
"Quattrocento
Humanism
and Classical Scholarship,"
in Albert
Rabil, Jr., Renaissance Humanism: Foundations, Forms,
and Legacy, 3: Humanism
and the Disciplines
(Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1988), 2366; earlier versions in ]WCI 40 ( 1977), and in chap. r
of Joseph Scaliger: A Study in the History of Classical
Scholarship (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1983), pp. 944. See also Silvia Rizzo, II Lessico filologico degli
umanisti (Rome:
Edizioni di Storia e letteratura,
1973), pp. 78-79, citing the same letter, specifically
identifying the book as one unbound.
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Figure 1. Politia11,Miscellanea
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F(qure 2. Politian, Miscellanea (Florence:Miscomini, 1489) Huntington Library copy, RB #55503, colophon page. Photo courtesy of the Henry E. Huntinj/ton Library.
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Antiquario then obtains his own copy. At this point, the question of correction
has not yet arisen, and Antiquario 's description of the structure of the book as he
reads it is detailed (other descriptions are not); it shows clearly that the book he
read in November contained no errata sheet. 1 3
The question of corrections arose early, and an errata sheet was issued before
December. But apparently, this errata sheet was not distributed only in the clean,
unemended state in which it is now found in those copies of the Miscellaneathat
contain it. The most important letters bearing specifically on the matter of corrections are those between Battista Guarini and Politian beginning in early
December (Ep. 1:19-23, pp. 12-16), a nearly contemporary letter from Leonello
Chiericati referring specifically to the errata sheet (Ep. 8:15, pp. 112-13), and a
letter from Jacopo Gherardi da Volterra (31 December 1489, first published in
1904) that speaks of adding changes from the errata sheet.
The first extant letter of the exchange between Politian and Guarini is Politian's
response of early December (Ep. 1:20, pp. 13-14; MaYer dates "after 6 or 7
December"). Politian says that Pico has shown him a recent letter from Guarini
about the Miscellanea,to which he (Guarini) added a separate page detailing some
specific errors in prosody in his translation of Callimachus in chapter 80: "tum
vero seorsum in scheda syllabas notasti aliquas, in quibus meam nonnihil diligentiam require bas." The five cases are the prosodic analysis of liquentibus(line 1),
oricalcho(19), and matutinus (29), the spelling of Boeotie (62), and the opening
phrase of a line in the Sibylline verses, Luce imola (19). Politian begins by asking
Guarini to correct line 29 in the Sibylline verses (Luce imola to LuceJeri) and line
62 of Callimachus ("O puerae ... "), although he defends the scansion he adopts
in the original version (both lines are corrected in the published errata sheet).
Politian then defends his analysis of the three remaining cases (liquentibus,orichalcum, Boeotie),and in the printed errata sheet, only the last of these is changed. 1 4
After making his corrections in the first two lines ("Luce imola ... " and
"O puerae ... "), Politian asks that these changes be incorporated in all copies
of the book:
Sed quoniam quod ego studio nouitatis quaesiueram syllabarum scilicet ignorationi plerique tribuebant, mandaui statim, quibus maxime potui, amicis, ad
quos ulla modo exemplaria peruenissent, ut uersiculos eos velut in quadram
redigerent, ad hoc exemplum: Luce feri, nam lux superis gratissima diuis. Et
item: 0 puerae, emicuit rubor haud mora, matutina. Quern rosa, etc. ...
[But since many attributed to ignorance of quantity what I had sought out
deliberately in the concern for novelty, I demand at once [n.b. word mandaui)
of whatever friends I can, that they reduce these verses to all due propriety in
this manner: ... )

'l

'4

" ... eum intentius euoluo: in primis uerbis, imo in ipsa
inscriptione, quod in Laurentij Medicis nomine liber
apparuerit, animus ualde coepit delectari. Tum ipsa
prefatio multam literis spem ostenere, specimenque
quoddam pulcherrimum prae se ferre uisa est. Capita
subinde libri excurro ... "
The five cases listed are noted and discussed as early as
Fr. Otto Mencken, Historia Vitae et in literas meritorum

Angeli Politiani (Leipzig, 1736), p. 283, citing Scaliger;
Mencken's discussion is elaborated by Isadora Del
Lungo, Prose volgari inedite e poesie latine e ireche edite e
inedite di Angelo Ambrogini Poliziano (Florence: Barbera,

1867), pp. 529-33. Mencken, p. 283'. "Defendit se quiden1 Politianus, non aliter tan1en ex parte, ac solent ii,
qui, malae causae conscii, errorem suum profiteri, turpe
rninusque gloriosum existimant.''
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In 1736, Mencken noted that Politian's corrections ended up in the 1498
Aldine edition and all later editions. But the case is considerably more complicated than that. Let us consider line 62 from the translation of Callimachus:
0 puerae / sed enim rubor emicuit matutinus
(1489 edition, as printed)
0 puerae: emicuit rubor haud mora matutina / Quern rosa
(as discussed in letter to Guarino)
0 puere: emicuit rubor haud mora matutinus
(errata sheet)
0 puerae / emicuit rubor illico matutinus
(hand-correction in many copies: HEHL, PML, Yale,
U.Ill; B.L. 1B 27177; Bodl. Auct. N.3.334; the Houghton
copy has this correction, which is subsequently changed
to that of the errata sheet)
0 puerae emicuit rubor illico matutina
(Aldine edition, 1498)
The problem pointed out by Guarini was with the scansion of matutinus. In the
printed version, the line scans with the first two syllables of the word short, and
Guarini objected. Politian's change in the letter to Guarini produces a spondaic line, with the first two syllables of the word long; the errata sheet scans the
word the same way, as do the variants in the Aldine text and in the handwritten
correction in the Huntington copy and in many other copies. But as noted by
Del Lungo, the correction of the measure led Politian to make additional
changes; Politian reinterprets an ambiguity in the Greek through his translation:
matutina must be parsed with rosarather than rubor. The question is, however,
when did Politian make these additional parsing changes? 1 s
The significance of this has to do with the dating of corrections. The handcorrections common to the Huntington copy, the Houghton copy, and many
other copies could not have been taken from the errata sheet. Unless we assume
that these changes are imported from the Aldine edition itself (not impossible,
but in my opinion unlikely), the sequence of the variants is as follows: Miscellanea
(1489), Guarini letter, errata sheet, hand-written corrections, Aldine edition.
The final reading in the Houghton copy (the correction of the correction) is thus
a later adjustment to the reading of the errata sheet which is now bound in with
this copy. Such a sequence suggests not only that the Aldine edition is set up
from hand-corrections made subsequent to the errata sheet, but also that the contemporary hand-corrections in the Houghton, Huntington and other copies may
be Politian's own.
THE

PROCESS

OF CORRECTION

In the letter to Leonello (Ep. 8:15, pp. 112-13; dated by Maier "Nov.-Dec."),
Politian gives a history of the process of correction; the letter makes specific
rs Del Lungo noted the difference between the text in
the first edition and in the Aldine edition (pp.530-31):
Mme Dacier and Stephanus use the Aldine text and are

concerned with what Politian's translation has to say
about the construction and nature of the Greek text
(i.e., the inflection of matutinusla).
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reference to the printed errata sheet, and makes clear that the sheet was distributed separately from the early copies of the book. Politian claims he has seen a
letter from Leonello to Franciscus Soderinus Volaterranus pointing out errors in
his Miscellanea. Politian characterizes some of the errors as printing errors:
Quod autem ad Clementem attinet, artificis librarii uitium non auctoris est. Is
in exemplaribus nostris quaedam male (ut fit) aut inducta, aut deleta repererat:
eaque tamen pro rectis, ac legitimis inconsulto excudit.
[What pertains to the reading 'Clementem', however, is an error of the printer, not of the author.
He found certain things in our copies somewhat
unclearly inserted or deleted, and without consultation printed them as if correct and legitimate.]

He is referring to an error noted on the errata sheet in the Preface. "Our copies"
in the above quotation are printers' copy (what Politian gave to printers); and in
those, the printer misinterpreted some of his corrections. Politian proceeds:
Ita necesse habui curare protinus, ut errata ipsius omnia, nisi quae relegentem
fefellerant, primis ibidem paginis imprimerentur.
In eas tu fortasse paginas
nondum incideras, cum locum notasti: quas tamen se ait e vestigio misisse ad
te Volaterranus Pontifex, etiam antequam tuas mihi literas ostenderet.
[Therefore, I took care to have all errors printed on initial pages, lest the readers not see them. You apparently have not seen these, even though Volateranus
claims to have given them to you even before you sent your letter.p 6

The most important of these early letters is the letter of 3 1 December from
Jacopo Gherardi (Papal Nunzio to Florence and Milan), where Gherardi describes
a systematic effort by Donati, Antiquario, Merula and others to correct multiple
copies of the Miscellaneausing the newly-printed errata sheet. The letter has been
variously transcribed and some of its details misinterpreted by its first editor. 1 7 The
letter concerns the same section in the Miscellaniesthat was the subject both of
Guarino's letters above, and the Carmento exchange a few weeks later.
Emendavi manu mea et mandato tuo codices circiter LXX Miscellaneorum
tuorum. Scribe Ducales emendarunt quos sibi paraverant, legatus item
Venetus, me presene, et Antiquarius et Merula, omnes tui nominis studiosissimi. Defensio tua ab his omnibus visa est et descripta. Ex iis aliqui ad finem
codicis illam inseruerunt, ut Hieronomus Donatus et ego, quorum exempllum
sequutus est hie calchus, qui ad te nunc scribit .... Ego codici meo non hand
solum ad Guarinum, sed alias quoque ad Donatum et Antiquarium, et suas ad
te addi curavi. Idem facturi sunt qui illas videbunt, que iam ab his eruditis diligenter perquirunter. Vale.

16

The somewhat less testy exchange with Carn1ento in
21 Jan. 1490 tells the same story (Maier, A1anuscrits.pp.

Here, Carmento says he will help write the
Greek; the reference is clearly to the Greek couplet
left out of Chap. 80----one of the errors included on
errata sheet (cf. Mai"er, A1anuscrits, p. 417, n. 2, ref to
chaps. 68 and 69).
417-20).

r7

Enrico

Carusi,

ed.,

Dispacci

e letterc

di

Giacomo

Gherardi (Rome, 1909), pp. 391-92; cf. the earlier
transcription by Carusi in JI Diario romano di Jawpo
Gherardi da V<,lrerra(Citta di Castello, 1904), appendix, pp. lxxxii-lxxxiii. Both texts included in Maier,
Po/itian: Opera omnia, 3:513-14, 461. See also Maier,
Ange Politien, p. 430.
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[I have corrected with my own hand according to your order about 70 copies
of your Miscellanies(?). Ducal scribes emended what was presented to them,
the Venice legate (Donati), in my presence, and Antiquario and Merula, all
most studious of your name. Your "Defense" was seen by all these and copied
A few of these put it at the end of the book (Donati and I, whose example
Calchus followed who now writes you.), ... I took care to add to my book
your letter to Guarini and a few others to Donati and Antiquario at the beginning, and theirs to you. Anyone who sees these will do the same.]

The letter is about correcting multiple copies, and the "Defense" is most certainly Politian's own defense now on the second leaf of the Emendationes(which
was subsequently placed at the end of the book). It is not, as Carusi conjectures,
a defense against the charge of plagiarism or the "Defensus Ciceronis . . . " in
chapter I (Carusi, Dispacci,p. 391, n. 5). Yet not one of the dozens of copies
I have seen or had reported to me has the exact corrections from the errata
sheet; nearly all have the variants noted above. What Politian has sent them is
an emended version of the errata sheet (with a corrected reading for line 62 of
the Callimachus translation), and the many extant copies that reflect this reading are the product. 18
THE

SUBSCRIPTIONS

IN THE HOUGHTON

AND HUNTINGTON

LIBRARY COPIES

The Houghton and Huntington copies are both dated, although the dates are
somewhat problematic.
The Houghton copy (Figure I) seems to read
"Mcccclxxxi Die Maij. vi," although the final "vi" must be coaxed out of the
gutter and an erasure, and the date has been variously transcribed and interpreted.19 The book is a presentation copy to Alessandro Sarti. According to most
authorities, Politian met Sarti while in Bologna in early June, and I have no
explanation for the apparent one month discrepancy in these dates. 20 The
Huntington copy (Figure 2) is dated "Mccccxc Kal. Januariis"; I believe this
means I January 1491 (a dating style consistent with much of Politian's correspondence), although it could mean January of 1490. 21 The dates of these subscriptions are of some concern, for the corrections made in these and other
copies are not strictly those of the errata sheet known to have been distributed
by December; they are rather improvements on the errata sheet corrections.
The line from the subscription is from Martial, quoted accurately in the
Huntington copy: "si vis archetypas habere nugas." In the Harvard copy, the
quotation follows a statement of donation, and the signature precedes it. Politian

18

19

Although the notion of 70+ copies, systematically
hand-corrected,
seems to accord with the what is
found in extant copies (of those I have surveyed,
roughly one-third have such corrections), Carusi's
transcriptions are inconsistent: ("Miscellaneorum tuorum codices circiter septuaginta" [II Diario]/"codices
circiter LXX Miscellaneorum tuorum" [Dispacci]);and
it may be that behind these transcriptions is a phrase
referring not to "about 70 copies" but rather to "about
chapter 70" of the Afiscellanea,where the most important corrections occur.
"Mcccclxxxxi Die vi Maii." (Walsh);"1490 r die Maii"
( 1862 auction record).

20

21

See Juliana Hill Cotton, "Alessandro Sarti e ii
Poliziano," La Bibliofilia 64 (1962): 225-46, esp. 227, n.
3; and Mai:er, L'Ange Politien', 433. All that is known of
Sarti at this period is the note in Politian's diary. See
also, Godman, "Politian's Poetics," p. 115, suggesting
that Sarti and Politian are in communication before
June, and particularly on the matter of Miscomini's
printing errors in Silva (see above n. 5). Godman's reference for an earlier association of Politian and Sarti is
Veneziani, "Platone Benedetti," p. 97, whose evidence
is the Houghton subscription itself
See, e.g., Maier, Manuscrits,p. 412, n. 2.
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changes the quotation slightly: "Quoniam vis archetypas habere nugas" (Since
you wish to have these archetypal trifles.) 22 The choice of this line is clearly due
to the colophon, and Miscomini's use of the word archetypus:
Impressit ex arehetypo Antonius Miseonomus. Familiares quidam Politiani
recognouere. Politianus Ipse nee Horthographian se ait/ nee omnino alienam
praestare eulpam.

Miscomini claims the book is authentic because it has been overseen by Politian's
friends and it is printed from Politian's holograph.
The word archetypusis the subject of an extended entry in Rizzo's Lessicofilologico,pp. 308-17. Rizzo notes that the word archetypusin the humanist era has
two meanings; the meaning that develops, in part through Politian himself, is the
textual-critical sense: 'head of a series of derived exemplars'. But the word more
often means simply 'author's original', not only in the sense of the definitive
copy, but any authorial copy "in all preceding phases" (Rizzo, p. 308). 2 3
The meaning exploited by Politian in the subscription is that of 'author's original', the meaning it has in Misconomi's colophon.
Rizzo in citing the
Miscomini colophon implies that this is frequent in colophons (p. 3 1l). I believe
Rizzo overstates this frequency. The examples Rizzo cites are the Miscomini
colophon in this very book, a phrase in the preface to the 1498 Aldine edition
of Politian ("Angeli Politiani Graeca epigrammata sicut in archetypo volumine
scripta erant publicanda curavi"), and a 1507 colophon of dialogues of Pantano.
But in reading through the fifteenth-century colophons cited in the various volumes of the BMC catalogue, I found this word very seldom. With one exception, it refers to printing from the author's original, e.g., in the following
colophon to Sabellicus's history of Venice (Torresanus, 1487): "Recognitio ex
collatione Archetypi & impressionis" (collated from the original and a printed
edition). 2 4 The exception is in the verse colophons of Bartholomeo da Cremona,
where it is used to refer to the act of printing itself:
Quern legis: impressus dum stabit in aere earaeter:
Oum non longa dies uel fera fata prement.
Candida perpetuae non deerit fama Cremonae:
Phidiaeum hine superat Bartholomeus ebur
Cedite ehalcographi: millesima uestra figura est.
Arehetypas fingit solus at iste notas.

Whereas Phidias used many models to produce one statue, the printer uses one
"archetype" to produce many exemplars. The same verse colophon appears in
22
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The reason is probably due to the position of
Politian's signature, which precedes the quotation in
the Houghton
copy.
The abbreviation
for
"Quoniam" (identical to what Politian uses elsewhere) has been variously misinterpreted.
I am
assuming that all on the colophon page is in Politian's
hand, and that only Politian would repeat a phrase
used in another presentation copy ("monumentum et
pignus amoris"); see n. 3 above.
The textual-critical
meaning is often used by
Politian, particularly in reference to the Florence MS
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of Justinian, considered by Politian the "archetype" of
later manuscripts; see Rizzo, references p. 3 I 3 and n.
2 to Miscellanea I, 41, 78, 98. The same use of the
word appears in Merula's preface to Plautus (Venice:
de Spira, 1472, Goff P-779), cited both by Rizzo, and
from Rizzo, by Grafton, "Quattrocento Humanism,"
63: "his omnibus accedit unum tantum fuisse librum
a quo, velut archetypo, omnia deducta sunt quae
habentur exempla."
Sabellicus, Rerum venetarum decades(Venice: Andreas
Torresanus, 1487, BMC 5:308; GoffS-5).
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seven of the nine books attributed to Bartholomeo in BMC. 2 s Despite scores of
colophons claiming to print from the author's original ("ex proprio ipsius
Auctoris originale," "dall originale impressum"; BMC 6:603, 622), these are the
only examples I could find using the word archetypus,and I assume Politian himself was struck by its use in the Miscomini colophon.
What Politian does in the subscription is combine Miscomini's claim of
authenticity with the somewhat different sense of the word used by Martial
(7:11). 26 Martial is talking about an author's copy of a manuscript. The "archetypal trifles" are trifles written in Martial's hand.
cogis me calamo manuque nostra
emendare meos, Pudens, libellos.
0 quam me nimium probas amasque,
qui vis archetypas habere nugas.
[You force me to emend by books in my own hand. 0 how much you test
and love me, you who wish to have archetypal trifles.)

Love makes demands: because Martial's reader loves him so much, Martial is
forced to pay the price and correct the copy by hand. 2 7 Politian's note thus sees
the printed book in the same light: it is a copy like any other copy, but particular readers demand more from him-their
own personalized copy with
Politian's own corrections. Although there is no logical requirement that what
writers say in their dedications make sense, this particular subscription is meaningful only if Martial's poem applies: this book, with Politian's signature, contains also Politian's corrections.
What Politian has done in these subscriptions is to update Martial to the world
and problems of print: what is the status of the "archetypal" authorial manuscript
in the world of print? To Miscomini, it was a mark of authenticity: the printed book is correct because it is from the author's hand and reviewed by his
friends (a claim that would be refuted in the errata page). To Politian, however, reading Martial, what "archetype" meant was a book correctedby the author.
And the hand-corrections in the Huntington and Houghton copies-corrections
that, like those in other copies, do not follow what is called for in the errata
sheet-are very likely to be in his own hand.
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BMC 6:207-rn; the books arc both classical (Vergil)
and contemporary.
The colophon as printed in
Platea, Opus Restitutionum (Venice:
Bartholon1aeus
Cremonensis, 1472, Goff P-752), appears also in the
Padua reprint of 1473 by Leonardus Achates of Basel
(Goff P-753).
Leonardus substitutes "Basilee" for
"Cremonae"
in line 3, and "Leonhardus"
for
"Bartholomeus"
in line 4 ("in defiance of the
meter") (BMC 7:909).
This edition is in turn
reprinted in Cologne by Koelhoff (1474; Goff P-754,
BMC 1:218), complete with the verse colophon
containing the variants of Leonardus.
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See for further uses, Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, s.v. For
other uses in Martial, see esp. 12: 69: "sic tanquam tabulas scyphasque / onmes archetypos habes amicos"
('your friends are as genuine as your cups and antiques').
See also 8:6 and 8:34.
Or possibly as interpreted by the commentary in the
Dauphin edition: "Now if you find any fault in my
verses, 1 won't be able to blame the copyist"; Martial,
Ep1gra111111atum
libri XIV (London: Matthews, 1720).

